QA SCAN
Electronic Verifier

Integrated Software and Printing Systems

Need a way to assure your product has a tag or label on it?
The Q.A.-Scan is a device designed to assure your product
receives a label or tag after the automated
applicationVerifier
is performed.
Electronic

How it works:

The Q.A. Scan Electronic Verifier is a device designed to assure that your
product receives a label or tag after the automated application is performed.
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The Q.A.scanner can be affixed in several places after the tag or label is applied, but is normally right
after the application device. Close detection allows you time to perform reaction tasks such as stopping the line, or auto reject. Low light and dusty environments are not an issue for the device, and is
a 7/24 rated device.
This device can be upgraded to a become a Track-it device at a later time, should you want to collect
and/or track your product data in batch or real time data. Ask us more about this, we are here to
help.
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